Chickadee September 2019
Teacher/Parent Resources
Discovery

Canadian Hero:Terry Fox
Discuss some of the main themes and key ideas in the story using the following
questions:
1.

What is Terry Fox famous for?

2.

Based on clues from the text, does the story focus on the past, 			
present, or future?

3.

Why does Terry want to run across Canada? How many kilometres is that?
(Hint: Search Google Maps.)

4.

What name did Terry give his marathon?

5.

What do you imagine were some of the challenges he faced on his run?

6.

How did other people help him succeed?

7.

What personal characteristics do you think helped Terry go for his goal?

8.

What happens at the end of the story?

9.

Talk as a class about the word biography and how it applies to this story.

Follow-Up Activity: Make a Graphic Story
Have each student think of something amazing they’d like to accomplish.
Using the template below, students can storyboard what happens as they imagine
themselves achieving their goal. Or write a short biography about someone who’s
famous for an amazing accomplishment.
Classroom Connections: language arts, media literacy, art
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Discovery
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Animal of the Month
Verreaux’s Sifaka

Photo: Royalty-free (Gettyistock)

ANIMAL FAST FACTS
• Sifakas (say: she-FAKS) are a
type of lemur that live in the
forests of Madagascar.

• They’re incredible jumpers that
can leap the length of a school
bus from one tree to another.

• Sifakas eat plants, fruit, and
flowers.
Follow-up Activities:
• Verreaux’s sifakas are known for their unique sideways hop.
Watch them in action here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8RiZElNNpAY
• Make a list of other types of lemurs and find photos online. Why do you
think they live where they do?
Classroom Connections: life sciences, language arts
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Explore the World
Sarah in Jordan

Before you start reading, have a discussion with the class about their prior
knowledge of Jordan. Example: Has anyone visited Jordan or know someone
who has? Can you name any animals that live there? Where in the world is
Jordan?
Divide students into small groups or pairs to read the article. Be sure to
encourage them to focus on the photos and illustrations as well as the text.
Come together to discuss the article, then ask each group or pair to write a
one-page summary about Sarah’s life in Jordan. Students can also draw on how
it compares to their lives in Canada.
(Note:This can also be done as an individual activity.)
Summary Notes—Sample Sentence Starters:
Sarah lives in…
She is learning to speak and read…
At home she reads…
At the market, Sarah and her mom find…
The weather in Jordan is…
Sarah and her brother, Felix, visited…
Sarah rode on a…
Follow-Up Activity:
Ask students to imagine they could live anywhere in the world for a year.
Where would they go? Can they find that country on a map? Research to find
out what animals live there, common foods people eat, and what the climate is.
Classroom Connections: social studies, language arts
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